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Learning Objectives
1. Define a “high-risk” LDLT recipient

2. Describe the role and limitations of LDLT in “high-risk” recipients

3. Discuss the requirements to perform LDLT in “high-risk” recipients



LDLT: Brief history
• 1981  Bismuth – reduced size LT

• 1988  Pichlmayr – split LT

• 1989 Strong- Pediatric LDLT- left lateral segment

• 1993  Makuuchi- Adult LDLT- Left lobe

• 1996  Fan- Adult LDLT- Right lobe

• 2000  Lee- Dual LDLT



Rationale of LDLT 
• Liver segments regenerate; 

donor recovers fully
• Transplanting a liver 

segment restores function 
in the recipient

• The principles of 
beneficence, autonomy, and 
justice provide the ethical 
underpinning of the 
procedure





LDLT in USA
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Advantages of LDLT

• Shorter wait-time

• Lower wait-list mortality

• Higher quality graft

• Transplant before 
patient is too “sick”

Berg et al. Hepatology 2011;54:1313
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Misconception

LDLT is reserved for low-risk recipients



Who is a high risk recipient?
Patient-related:  high MELD, hepatorenal syndrome, 
fulminant liver failure

Graft-related:   GRWR < 0.8, poor venous outflow, 
severe portal hypertension, steatosis, donor age

Disease-related: HCC beyond Milan/UCSF; 
cholangiocarcinoma, colorectal liver metastases



What is a “reasonable” bench mark for 
patient/ graft survival in LDLT?

• Same as DDLT?

• Can it be reduced?

• Where should we draw the line? 



Who decides?
• Recipient

• Donor 

• Transplant team

• Bioethicist

• 3rd party

• National/International organizations



High MELD LDLT Recipients

Selzner et al.  Annals of Surgery 2010



LDLT for hepatorenal syndrome

Study period May 2000- Dec 2012 Goldaracena et al. Am J Transplant 2014



In HRS, no difference in graft survival or 
recovery of renal function with LDLT and DDLT

Goldaracena et al. Am J Transplant 2014



LDLT for FLF

No difference in 
graft or patient survival

Goldaracena et al. Am J Transplant 2015



Graft Considerations



Determinants of graft function



• 1-year graft survival 59%

• Urgent retransplantation 26%

• Increased risk of graft failure 
with donor age > 45, MELD 
>14, GRWR <0.6

Sanchez-Cabus et al. Annals of Surgery 2018; 268: 876-884



Optimizing venous drainage

Cattral et al., Am J Transpl 2004



Portal vein flow modulation

Yamada et al. Am J Transplant 2008
Target PV pressure < 15 mm Hg

IVC

PV



Graft considerations for “high-risk” 
recipients

• GRWR > 0.8

• High quality parenchyma: age <50 yrs, 
steatosis < 10%

• Excellent venous outflow

• PV pressure < 15 mm Hg



Liver Tx and HCC

• most effective therapy in patients with 
cirrhosis

• shortage of donor organs

• identification of appropriate recipients is the 
main challenge



Recipient selection
• Size and number have been the dominant 

considerations:  Milan, UCSF, Rule of 7, etc
• HCC are heterogenous with variable biologic 

characteristics 
• Tools to help define tumor biology: AFP, 

Neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio, PIVKA, liver 
biopsy, PET scan



Extended Toronto Criteria

• Tumor confined to liver (no size or number 
limitations)

• Absence of vascular invasion by imaging

• No poor differentiation in liver biopsy

• Absence of constitutional symptoms



ETC – validation study

Sapisochin et al. Hepatology 2016



ETC – validation study

Sapisochin et al. Hepatology 2016



Intent-to-treat survival is better with 
LDLT than DDLT

• Lower risk of wait list 
drop-out (14.6% vs. 
27.5%, p <0.001)

• Higher 5-yr ITT survival 
rate (68% vs. 57%, 
p=0.02) 

• Wait-times > 9 mo were 
predicative of death

Goldaracena et al. J Hepatology 2019;70:666



LDLT and transplant oncology

• Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma1

• Colorectal liver metastases2

• Emerging data indicates that well-selected 
patients may benefit

• Role of LDLT undefined
1Lunsford et al. Lancet Gastroenerol Hepatol 2018;3:337
2Dueland et al. Ann Surg 2020;271:212



Avoiding Futility

Lai CJ.  Liver Transplant 2017;23 (S1):S40



Essential elements of successful LDLT 
in high risk recipients

Au et al.  Curr Opin Organ Transplant 2019;24:637 

Dedicated Team
Surgery

Hepatology
Anesthesia
Intensivists

Infectious disease
Allied Health



Who should perform “high-risk” LDLT?

• All vs. limited number of centers?

• Volume matters

• Experience matters

• Failure can be catastrophic



Conclusions

• LDLT can be successful in high risk recipients

• The decision to proceed depends on high quality 
graft and experience of the transplant team

• Avoid futility

• Donor safety (physical and psychological) remains 
the priority


